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FINDING THE MIDDLE GROUND:  

VALUES AND VISION IN THE STRATEGIC PLAN

by Jim Benz
Chester Wenger was a 96-year-old revered minister and 
administrator in his tight-knit Mennonite congregation in Lancaster, 
PA when he faced a crisis of the heart. Many years ago, his son revealed 
to him that he was gay. Homosexuality is forbidden in the very conser-
vative Mennonite religion, so Wenger’s son had to leave the religious 
community that he grew up in and loved. But the crux of the conflict 
for Wenger came several years later when Wenger’s son told him that 
he wanted to marry his partner, and that he wanted Wenger to officiate 
the ceremony. 

In his podcast, Revisionist History, Malcolm Gladwell talks about 
a concept called “Generous Orthodoxy”, a term conceived by theologian 
Hans Frei, and explained by Gladwell using the story of Chester Wenger 
and the dilemma he faced about his decision to officiate his son’s wed-
ding. To officiate the wedding meant breaking with the orthodoxy of his 
beloved religion. To not accept his son’s love of another man meant not 
acknowledging the beauty of love in all its forms.

Wenger loved his congregation and the orthodoxy and tradition 
of the Mennonite religion. At the same time he was also outward look-
ing and understood the need to be open to change. Frei defined this 
openness to change as “generous” and likened it to charity and humility. 

“Hans Frei thought the best way to live our lives,” Gladwell explains, 
“is to find the middle ground.” “To be orthodox is to be committed to 

tradition. To be generous is to be 
open to change. Orthodoxy with-
out generosity leads to blindness, 
and generosity without orthodoxy 
is shallow and empty.” Hence, the 
middle ground honors tradition 
while simultaneously being open 
to new ideas.

I don’t think we were aware of 
the term “Generous Orthodoxy” 
as we wrote the strategic plan 
over the past year, but the tension 
between tradition and innovation 
was definitely on the minds of the 
task force members as they met to 
determine our goals and priorities. 
Hence, the new strategic plan has 

exciting and aspirational goals that are grounded in important values 
that date back to our founding.

On December 8, 2018, the Board of Directors unanimously ap-
proved the plan, a culmination of extensive work conducted by the 
five task force groups who worked hard and thought deeply about 
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CELEBRATING ANDRÉA DE WIT

Andréa de Wit left to focus on herself and her health 
in 2018 after 10 years of teaching at Peninsula. She has been a beloved 
member of the community and her youngest son Wim will be graduat-
ing this year! After receiving her BA in Environmental Studies and her 
multi-subject teaching credential, Andréa began teaching in the San 

Carlos school district in 1989. She was the head 
teacher for classes between K-4th, the president of 
the Teachers Union, and eventually the Assistant 
Principal. In 2001 she became the principal of San 
Carlos Charter Learning Center until the birth of 
her son, Andries, in 2002. While raising her two 
sons (Wim was born two years later), she taught 
ESL part-time at local colleges. 

In 2007, Andries enrolled in Peninsula School 
in Marion’s class. As a parent volunteer Andréa 
brought her passion for science to five and six year 
olds and applied for the Lower School Science 
Teacher position when Linda Wagner retired in 
2008. Through the Peninsula Partners for the 
Future program, Linda was able to mentor Andréa 
during her first year and impart her passion for science and the joy of 
teaching to kids. 

Despite her love of science, Andréa wanted to return to classroom 
teaching. Her opportunity came in 2013, Gail Buschini’s last year. 
Andréa spent half of that year in the Science room mentoring her suc-
cessor, Aaron Tinker, and half of the year mentoring with Gail in her 
classroom. She started teaching that fall and continued through 2018. 
When asked about a highlight, she answered with great enthusiasm, 
”Literacy!” Informed by her work with Writers’ Workshop, she created 
the ‘author’s chair’ program: an opportunity for budding authors to 

write, collaboratively edit, and publish their work, culminating with a 
seat in the ‘author’s chair’ to read their work aloud and receive positive 
feedback from their peers. She also deeply treasured her camaraderie 
and collaborative teaching with teachers Toni and Betty.

Many staff members remember the deep knowledge and passion 
she brought to her students:

“Andréa brought magic, wonder, knowledge, 
passion, and a caring heart to her teaching at 
Peninsula School. I remember Andréa leading 
our two classes on adventures in Foothills Park. 
We listened silently to the sounds of nature, painted 
the calm water, and explored the hidden places on a 
secret island. She called the children together with 
her horn and drew their attention to our connec-
tion with nature. Andréa paired her deep respect 
for children with her respect for our earth. Andréa’s 
glorious classroom Kelp Forests revealed the magic 
of the sea and a vision of how young people will 
heal our environment.” 
BET T Y ACHINST EIN, LOWER SCHO OL T E ACHER

“Andréa was a burst of sunshine coming into our 
class each week. Her appreciation of the children 
and their innate curiosity, and her passion for 
the science we were exploring brought about 
dynamic and rich learning. Presenting informa-
tion, eliciting inquiry, setting up opportunities for 
creativity and movement, and developing ways 
to share knowledge and finished projects with 
other children and families, Andréa led us through 
weeks of excitement. I will always remember how 
wonderful it was to work with Andréa each year to 

“install” the Kelp Forest in our small meeting room, 
hanging 21+ organisms to create the ecosystem 
we all so loved. Her fabulous spirit always shone 
through everything she did.” 
GAIL BUSCHINI, FOR MER LOWER  
SCHO OL T E ACHER

“Immediately it was clear Andréa possessed a deep 
passion for science, nature, and was so skillful in making connections 
with all children. It was amazing how she would use poetry, patience, 
humor and even her French horn to captivate the attention of her 
audiences. She was a terrific mentor for me when she decided to head 
the class of eight and nine year olds. Without watching her talented 
engagement with students of all young ages, I would have felt less 
understanding of the craft and tools that have shaped this long-
evolved program. It was an added bonus to work closely with her as a 
colleague, to share dives into kelp forests, explore Ohlone wisdom, and 
camp in the Redwoods.” 
AARON T INK ER , LOWER SCHO OL SCIENCE T E ACHER

Andréa as the Sun!
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how each of the five identified cornerstones of the plan  –  Program 
and Professional Development, Physical Environment, Diversity, 
Equity and Inclusion, Staff Recruitment and Retention, and 
Communications – could strengthen the school. 

Peninsula’s founder, Josephine Duveneck, held an enduring belief 
in the promise of progressive education to inspire children to learn 
for a lifetime, promote social justice and preserve the joys of child-

hood. She also understood that in order 
to remain…well…progressive, courage 
is required of the school’s community: 
there must exist a culture of continual 
reflection and assessment, walking a line 
between preservation and innovation, 
generosity and orthodoxy. “A progressive 
school should keep pace with the times,” 
she wrote. “So easily does tradition seize 
us and its deadly grip closes over the open 
mind! Nothing is easier than to slip into 
the self-satisfied, complacent belief that 
what we have once decided to do is the 
pattern for all time.” 

Our new strategic plan acknowledges the school’s strengths and 
identifies areas of growth meant to meet the realities of a rapidly evolv-
ing future. The plan has many important priorities, but three of them 
are critical in that they focus on our people and our program. These 

priorities identify challenges that will require fortitude and the com-
mitment of the entire community to address. 

First, while Peninsula has a long history of social justice, we must 
be more ambitious in building an environment in which all students, 
families and staff feel a strong sense of belonging and inclusiveness. 
This includes examining our program and practices and, equally impor-
tant, addressing the financial costs  –  tuition, child care, professional 
assessment and academic support – for families to send their children 
to Peninsula. 

Second, staff have always been the beating heart of Peninsula. The 
autonomy teachers enjoy combined with the school’s inspired mission 
to serve children in an authentic manner continues to attract top talent. 
However, the local economy compels us to better address compensa-
tion and benefits to support and retain our valued staff. 

Last but no less essential, the program, broadly defined to en-
compass the entirety of the student experience, is the foundation that 
continues to anchor Peninsula. Cognitive brain science has immeasur-
ably advanced our understanding of how children learn, and there 
exists a body of scholarship that supports many of the components of a 
Peninsula education and helps to articulate what we do and why we do 
it that way. It is, therefore, crucial that we review the program’s pace and 

scope, developmental appropriateness, 
and continuity across all grade levels. 

This will not be easy work. The 
decision for Chester Wenger didn’t 
come quickly or without struggle, 
and for us discussions and alternate 
views will challenge perspectives and 
question traditions. We are fortunate 
to have our values  –  Play, Authentic 
Communication, Community, Equity, 
Meaningful Academics, and Freedom 
and Responsibility  –  which have sus-
tained the school for nearly a century, 

and remain deeply ingrained in the fabric of our practice. 
As always, Josephine’s insightful words will provide inspiration 

during our process of implementation: “...we must ask ourselves honestly 
and often if we have lost the ability to pioneer, whether we are still sensi-
tive to the challenge of new situations, new factors, new discoveries.”

STRATEGIC PLAN
Continued from page 1
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MIRRORS AND WIND OWS:  
RE LEVANCE AND ACCESS IN OUR LIBRARY COLLECTI ON

Ours is not a quiet library. You’ll never hear anyone being 
shushed! Instead the library at Peninsula offers students a place for 
dynamic exchange, with books and each other. Our Librarian Margot 
Berrill notes that students primarily do this with books in two ways: 
seeing themselves reflected in ‘mirrors’ of their lives and as ‘windows’ to 
different points of view. This metaphor from the Reading Workshop at 
Teachers College, informs much of Peninsula’s literacy program. Mirrors 
represent what is relevant, where students find themselves in the litera-
ture; windows allow entrée into diverse experiences and perspectives. 

Margot keeps that in mind when 
building the collection at Peninsula. 
She also uses it to inform her peda-
gogy across developmental stages. 
As she describes it, “I constantly 
aim to read and offer for checkout 
books that are both mirrors of the 
students’ selves and windows into 
other people’s lives. This fits in with 
everything we do here at Peninsula as 
it fosters self-worth, empathy, critical 
engagement and, of course, question-
ing the world around you.” 

Peninsula School’s library has a 
rich history of fostering this sort of 
empathy and critical thinking: creat-
ing a nurturing space surrounded by 
diverse works that lend to deep inquiry and connection. The collection 
has been consciously built over the years. Some books came during 
times of political unrest. A set of “rally books” – small, pamphlet-sized 
editions of the constitution – were meant to be taken to a protest or 
rally. It is a gentle reminder of the schools roots and continuing focus on 
social justice, political participation, and the building of a democratic 
society. “When reading to all of the classes we take breaks in the book...
to interpret the text in age appropriate ways,” Margot notes. “I bring in 
books that engage with issues of social justice whenever possible.”

The library was unofficially maintained for decades by parent and 
staff volunteers, and many of the oldest books still in the collection 
were given by them. In the 1980’s, a series of parents were paid to be 
part-time assistants to maintain and teach in the library. Maya Spector, 
who later became a librarian at the Palo Alto Children’s Library, created 
a rotating schedule of class times with lower school teachers that is still 
in place today. In 1989, Misha Merrill began volunteering in the library 
and two years later the director, Elizabeth Aitken, formally created and 
offered Misha the Librarian Specialist position. 

Over the next 28 years, Misha created a developmentally ap-
propriate curriculum for each class designed to encourage a love of 
literacy, facilitate individual reading interests, and develop research 
skills as students progressed through the school. She also developed 
a collection that was intentional, relevant, and enjoyable to students 
and staff alike. In the 1990’s, Misha redesigned Upper School activi-
ties, introducing word games like Anagrams and Speed Scrabble, and 

establishing the Wednesday afternoon tradition of tea time. Many of 
these beloved traditions continue, with the addition of other word 
games like Quiddler and Jotto, and creative problem-solving games like 
Dixit and Forbidden Island. 

In 2016, Misha moved into her current administrative post as 
Program Support Coordinator and Margot Berrill became her successor. 
Margot is now in her third year as Peninsula’s Librarian, as well as her 
eighth year as parent of Gaelen (Monica’s) and Lochlan (Toni’s). She 
holds a PhD in Art History at the University of Illinois, Chicago, and 

her background as an art historian in 
the museum space has prepared her 
well: she is an adept curator of books. 

Updating the collection takes 
a lot of thought, resources, and 
time. “Because we are a small library,” 
Margot explains, “I can’t turn over 
the whole collection...I need to think 
about the curriculum growing out 
of the collection, or vice versa – the 
collection coming out of the curricu-
lum.” If there is a subject or book that 
teachers or students feel passionate 
about then Margot will work closely 
with that classroom to ensure she 
is meeting the need. She is adept at 
introducing works to students, staff 

and parents, and is an excellent source for those who have exhausted 
a particular series, or perhaps ready to dive into a new genre, or try a 
more challenging work. 

For her day-to-day class experience  –  Nurseries through 5th 
grade – she has a driving theme. In Nurseries she focuses on verbalizing 
one’s feelings, recognizing others’ feelings, being accepting of people, 
and just generally a joyful story time with fun and silliness. And as she 
is quick to point out, “This doesn’t stop at the nurseries! Joyful silliness 
continues throughout.” 

In Rasha’s class the emphasis is on being a good friend, being true 
to yourself, being inclusive. Colleen’s class is exposed to picture books 
based on real people and real events. The book Finding Winnie is a 
good example of placing the familiar tale of Winnie the Pooh in real 
historical context. “We have conversations about how the books are 
related to our own lives,” Margot adds. “It pushes them to think about 
the world outside of Peninsula.” Trombone Shorty  –  the story of a 
real kid in New Orleans discovered by Bo Diddley – provides another 
example of connecting real-life history and events.

Margot starts reading chapter books in Annie’s. “They tend to be 
about children close in age, and emphasize themes of previous years. 
This means students need to recall what happened a week ago, a group 
activity we do before reading each time.” In Martha’s, chapter books 
get a bit longer and students talk about whose point of view the book 

Continued on page 8

Misha Merrill and Margot Berrill.
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COMM UNIT Y DIVERSIT Y COMMIT TEE AND PARENTS  OF 
P ENINS ULA HOST “HOW TO TALK AB OUT RACE WITH K I D S”

by Meg Shields Formato
In mid-December between the Craft Fair and our break for the 
winter holiday, Peninsula School paused to welcome Dr. Allison 
Briscoe-Smith to campus. Dr. Briscoe-Smith is a child psychologist 
whose research and practice focuses on experiences and perceptions 
of race in young kids. She offered consecutive workshops – one for 
staff and one for parents and other adults in our community  –  on 

“How to Talk about Race with Kids.” The thinking behind having 
similar workshops for staff and parents was that it would enable us 
to work as a community toward a shared vocabulary for talking about 
race and racism.

Her evening workshop, co-hosted by the Community Diversity 
Committee and POP, was offered as a part of POP’s ongoing parent 
education programming. It drew 80 people and 
filled the Big Building’s auditorium to capacity. 
Dr. Briscoe-Smith covered a great deal of ground 
in both workshops. She rooted her approach in 
research about how kids of different ages see and 
understand race, and she encouraged parents and 
teachers to connect insights from this research to 
their own family and classroom values.

She used the powerful metaphor of “an 
inescapable smog” to describe how implicit bias 
and structural racism impact every commu-
nity, including schools and classrooms. When 
parents and teachers are silent about race, they 
sometimes imagine they are protecting or shield-
ing their kids from racism and bias. In fact, as 
Briscoe-Smith showed through several powerful 
examples, kids are breathing this “smog” from a 
very young age. In the absence of trusted adults 
working with them to make sense of racial dif-
ference and racism, they are more vulnerable to 
having their own attitudes shaped by the harmful stereotypes operating 
all around them. As Briscoe-Smith pointed out in her talk, the idea 
that parents can put off talking about race with their kids until they 
are older is an illusion that parents of children of color cannot afford. 
Parents of children of color have to equip their children with strategies 
for handling the racism that they encounter in their daily lives from 
a very young age. Teacher Toni Ouradnik noted, “I think the most 
important part of this for white families and educators is to realize 
that just avoiding any mention of the “smog” of racism doesn’t mean it 
doesn’t exist and doesn’t make it go away. Learning and growing in any 
capacity can be uncomfortable work and actively working against this 
smog is no exception.”

So why do some of us find it so hard to talk about race even when 
we know it is important to engage in these conversations? Working 
from scholarship by Howard Stevenson, Briscoe-Smith explained 
how racial stress leads adults to avoid discussions of race and racism. 

Though she was clear about the fact that her talk could provide no easy, 
one-size fits all answers, Briscoe-Smith concluded with concrete strat-
egies for approaching these discussions and resources for improving 
our racial literacy. One of the insights attendees found most valuable 
was the recommendation to avoid silencing our kids when they bring 
up racial difference because it sends the message that it is not okay to 
talk about race. 

Parents also appreciated her invitation to reflect on their existing 
family values to think through answers to questions about race. Think: 
“Who are we trying to raise? Who are we trying to be as a family?” and 
what does that mean for how we respond to stereotypes or talk about 
racial difference.

Reflecting on the workshops, staff and parents alike felt that 
Dr. Briscoe-Smith’s ideas connected to Peninsula School’s values and 
approach to education while at the same time pointing us toward 
important work that we need to continue to do together. In particular, 
several attendees noted that the substantive and authentic relationships 
between teachers and students at Peninsula make possible the exact 
kinds of conversations Briscoe-Smith encourages teachers and parents 
to have with kids. Current parent and Peninsula alum Jahvita Rastafari 
(‘02) captured the importance of Allison Briscoe-Smith’s visit with 
these reflections on the evening: “As we strive to build a more diverse 
and inclusive community at Peninsula, it becomes even more impera-
tive that all members that are a part of the community become more 
aware of race, bias, and racial literacy so that we can uphold the current 
vision and values of the school. The more that we convene and talk 
about race, bias, or any other inequities, the easier it will be to have 
healthy discourse around these matters.” 
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STAFF INTRODUCTIONS

GETTING TO KNOW  
TAYLOR AND COLLEEN

Taylor
Taylor Sayward worked at Chatsworth Hills 
Academy in Southern California before mak-
ing the move to the Bay Area. At Peninsula, 
he teaches eight and nine year olds and 
previously has taught all over 
the world – Myanmar, Japan, 
and Switzerland. He loves 
bringing a global lens to the 
classroom. He was searching 
for a school with a strong 
community and a focus on 
social-emotional learning. 
As he puts it, he “loves the 
autonomy of teaching at 
Peninsula because it offers 
the freedom to adapt our 
program to my student’s in-
terests as well as my own. It’s 
fun to open up discussions 
and pursue topics with the 
kids that require me to learn 
a bit too!” Taylor is also a 
consummate rock-climber 
and finds most important 
and inspiring what climb-
ing offers to kids as a venue 
for connecting with wild 
outdoor places and being a 
steward for the environment. 

Colleen
Colleen McPeek has been associated with 
Peninsula School for over 20 years – as a par-
ent of three alumni Annika (‘03), Nolan (‘06), 
and Anton (‘13), as an assistant in Nursery 
Blue, as an assistant in Gail’s, and as a parent 
lead for many school fundraising events over 
the years. Now she is a head Kindergarten 
teacher in the very same classroom where 
she started her journey back in 1993 when 
Annika began at Peninsula and Frank was the 
assistant. As she puts it, “It is such a circle of life 
to be back where I started so many years ago.” 
Colleen received her teaching credential in 

2004 from Notre Dame de Namur University 
and taught at the San Carlos Charter 
Learning Center for 13 years before returning 
to Peninsula. She feels that “Peninsula School 
is an incredible place that teaches children 
the importance of inclusivity, independence, 
self-awareness, critical thinking, and the joy 
of learning. It is a school where children love 

to learn, and teachers love to 
teach. It has been my dream...
to be a Head Teacher at 
Peninsula.” Having her back 
at Peninsula is a dream come 
true for us as well.

MEET OUR NEW 
SPECIALISTS!

Matt
Matt Brotsch received his BS 
in Kinesiology and Sports 
Studies from Eastern Illinois 
University. He had been act-
ing as a substitute P.E. teacher 
for the Palo Alto School 
System when he agreed to 
come to Peninsula mid-year 
in the spring of 2018 as a 
long-term substitute. In 
March he applied for the 
full-time Physical Activities 
Specialist position and was 
the clear choice among all 
the candidates interviewed. 
He believes that creating 

strong personal student-teacher relationships 
develops trust that 
leads to a positive 
learning environ-
ment. With good 
humor and affability, 
he has combined his 
expertise in physical 
education with an 
innate ability to 
connect with kids of 
all ages with ease. 

Jaya
Jaya Griscom’s (‘04) 
time in the weaving 
room was where she 
first cultivated her 
passion for textiles 
resulting in a pro-
fessional art career. 
She received her BA 
degree in Art from 
Bard College in New 
York and she is currently finishing up a degree 
in Fashion Design while also working as a 
professional textile artist. You can see some of 
her work at www.jayagris.com. For two years 
she taught children ages four to 18 at the 
Marvegos Fine Art School and became COO 
of the school for two years before becoming 
our Weaving Specialist. Her desire as a teacher 
is “to provide an inspiring environment where 
students can soak up new technical skills, 
develop confidence in their own creative deci-
sions, and learn from untangling their own 
artistic challenges and frustrations.”

A WARM WELCOME TO  
OUR ASSISTANT AND 

CHILDCARE TEACHER S

Kristina
Kristina Cohen joined Betty’s team this year 
as an Assistant Teacher. She previously taught 
at the San Carlos School District where 
she was a Para Educator and at Connect 
Community Charter School in Redwood 
City as an Assistant Teacher. She is currently 
enrolled in the Cal State TEACH multiple 
subject credential program. She has a variety 
of other work experiences including being the 
Program Manager for the Edgewood Center 
for Children and Families and as the Interim 
Director of the International Children’s Art 
Museum in San Francisco.

Aran
Aran Johnson is both a new Assistant Teacher 
with Betty’s team and the father of two 
Peninsula students, Milo (in Monica’s) and 

Taylor Sayward

Colleen McPeek

Matt Brotsch

Jaya Griscom
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Zoen (in Annie’s). In his own 
words, “After a decade of rais-
ing my children full time, I am 
looking to pivot from my past 
life as a website designer into 
the invigorating world of child 
development by working in the 
classroom.” After four months 
he has truly pivoted, bringing 
his own unique perspective as an 
artist and graphic designer and 
as a full-time father to the world 
of nine and ten year olds.

Blaine
Blaine Dzwonczyk works part-
time as an Assistant Teacher in 
Marcella’s 8th grade classroom 
and in Nursery Green. She 
originally heard about Peninsula 
School from Monica Erviti, 
our 5th grade teacher. She 
went to Los Altos High School and then to 
Tufts University where she received a BA in 
American Studies and a minor in Education. 
Her passion, as she describes it, is “not only 
for building close relationships with youth, 
but also for crafting empowering, culturally 
relevant curriculum which ignites transfor-
mative learning for and with young people.”

Katalin (Kati)
Katalin Baksa has been working in Nursery 
Green since September as a long-term sub-
stitute, in addition to her regular position in 
Childcare, and is already a beloved teacher. She 
previously taught at Palo Alto Community 
Child Care, as well as at the Mountain View 

Whisman School District. She 
has a degree in Biology and 
Biochemistry from Budapest 
and speaks four languages. All 
of these interests she brings 
daily to the curious minds of 
nursery students.

Martha Arellano
Martha Arellano is the newest 
teacher to join our Childcare 
team. She brings with her over 
15 years of experience in the 
Early Childhood Education 
field including eight years as 
the operator of her own fam-
ily childcare business. Martha’s 
warm and responsive teaching 
style as well as her creative 
approach to education is a 
welcome addition. Already in 
the four months since joining 
our team, Martha has formed 
strong relationships with our 
students, families and staff. We 
are happy to have her in the 
Peninsula community.

WELCOME  
BACK OSCAR !

Alumni parent Oscar Moran 
joined the facilities staff this 
winter to take up the main-
tenance responsibilities on 
Fridays. Oscar’s family first 
came to Peninsula in the early 
1990’s. His wife Patty Moran 

taught in Nursery Blue for five years, childcare 
for three, and Josie’s 
class for one year. 
Oscar and Patty’s 
sons, Jonathan and 
Patrick, graduated 
from Peninsula in 
2003 and 2005. 
Oscar has spent 
many years in the 
building trades as a 
handyman and con-
tractor so has plenty of experience with the 
type of challenges our campus presents. Chris 
Thomas has been an excellent mentor helping 
Oscar to settle right in. 

WELCOME  
RYAN HELTON !

Our new Development Director, 
Ryan Helton, came to Peninsula with over a 
decade of experience working in non-profit 
development, and nearly two decades in 
the non-profit education sector. Ryan’s past 
experiences in development at Redwood 
Day School, Park Day School, Mission 
Graduates, and BELL  (Building Educated 
Leaders for Life), have prepared him well 
to helm fundraising efforts at Peninsula 
School. With a background in institutional 
fundraising, major gifts, capital campaigns, 
and corporate partnerships, Ryan has a cadre 
of skills well-suited for Peninsula’s unique mix 
of supporters.

Originally from Ohio, Ryan earned his 
BA in Communications from the University 
of Charleston in West Virginia, and his MA 
as a Leadership Specialist for non-profit/gov-
ernment agencies from Marshall University, 
also in West Virginia. Ryan is active in many 
community groups, and believes that true 
change comes from community solidar-
ity. Passionate about LGBT causes, Ryan is 
a regular presenter at Bay Area elementary 
and middle schools discussing what it’s like to 
grow up LGBTQI+ outside of our “Bay Area 
Bubble”. Ryan is also currently a Board mem-
ber at Queer LifeSpace, a non-profit in SF 
that trains the next generation of LGBTQI+ 
therapists, as well as providing low/no cost 
therapy to youth and seniors. 

We are so fortunate to have Ryan join 
our community with his wealth of experience, 
excellent humor, and mad soup-making skills. 
When you visit campus, please make sure to 
come by and introduce yourself !

Kati Baksa

Martha Arellano

Oscar Moran

Kristina Cohen, Aran Johnson, and Blaine Dzwonczyk.
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR GENEROUS END OWMENT GIF TS !

We extend our deepest thanks to the donors listed below who contributed to support the future of Peninsula School through their gifts to the 
Peninsula School Endowment & Trust Fund (PSETF) for the 2018-2019 school year. The PSETF was started by the Board and parents in 1970 
to ensure that Peninsula School would continue for generations to come. The PSETF provides security for the school and protects Peninsula from 
unforeseen circumstances, with the added advantage of affording a percentage of its total investments to Peninsula’s annual income. We appreciate 
your generous donations, which allow future children to one day follow in the footsteps of nearly a century of students and alumni, also enjoying 
our mud filled grounds and inspiring progressive education.

Thomas Akin & Michelle Arden
Mark Ankenman & Amanda Edmonds
Jon Appleby & Amy Park
Jessica & David Axelrod
Jeff Baker & Shaula Kumaishi
Mano Balasubramaniam & Shakila Hameed
Steve Basta
Jocelyn & Micah Block
Jean-Claude Brizard & Brooke Stafford-Brizard
Meredith Cahill
Mario Caprini & Whitney Woo
James Chen & Loretta Li
Pracheeti & Rushi Desai
Tara & Gaurav Dhillon
Darin Donovan & Belinda Chlouber
Sid Gupta & Mona Sheikh
Christin & Ford Hinojosa-Kirschenbaum
Mark Ho & Sophia Lee
Ulysses Hui & Amy Fox

Anna & Andrew Hunt
George Hwang & Jackie Hu
Buddy James & Aileen Adriano
Aran Johnson & Jennie Reboh
Tali & Mickey Kertesz
James Kittock & Leslie Walker
Jennifer Knestrick
Tuki & Girish Kumar
Phillip Lee & Glendy Tseng
Mark Lentczner & John Horigan
Evan Leonard & Joy Sykes Leonard
Jeff Leung & Anne Park
Lauren & Andy Lichtblau
Thomas Lough & Pearl Del Rosario
Leah & Amit Malhotra
Alexis Manheim & Victor Barclay
Mac Mason & Susanna Ricco
Dagan & Will McLennan
Rachel & Britt Miura

Jake Moffat & Beth DuBose
Lisa & Francisco Muniz
Caroline & Amar Murugan
Raj Narayanaswamy & Lakshmi Raj
Amod Panshikar & Rajeshwari Patwardhan
Mark Paskin & Baq Haidri
May & Oliver Petry
Brian Pinkerton & Rhea Tombropoulos
Yunwei Qi & Lili Zhuang
Rachel & Anthony Radziszewski
Jason & Nancy Rosenthal
Anu & Pulin Sanghvi
Frank & Jane Smithson
Maren Stever & Sef Kloninger
Ratchadaporn & Pasin Suriyentrakorn
Alisa & David Tu
James Turner & Kelsey Rush
Michael Worry
Jungjoo Yoon & Sunny Chung

is from, and where in the world the stories 
take place. 

By the time they reach Toni’s, students 
are ready to start discussing metaphors. For 
example, there might be a character crying 
but with language used to describe a waterfall 
leading to a discussion about the feeling you 
get from a waterfall and the feeling you get 
with the character’s sadness. In both Toni’s 
and Betty’s classes, a poetry unit introduces 
and reinforces metaphors and simile. Not 
always do the students agree with or approve 
of the text. As Margot notes, “If symbolic or 
metaphorical language is used we will often 
stop to decode it. If the characters are behav-
ing in ways that seem unacceptable to us as 
readers, we stop to discuss it too!”

In Taylor’s, every book has a strong 
message. Students start to engage with 
more pressing issues and spend a significant 

amount of time examining the texts, includ-
ing predicting the direction of the narrative. 
Overall it is clear that the library curricu-
lum in the lower school is intentional and 
connected  –  between the library and the 
classrooms  –  and provides the connective 
tissue of the literacy program.

In the upper school, students come to 
the library outside of class time for both ac-
tivities and choice, and for individual research 
and reading time. Yet the library isn’t always 

about reading and checking 
out books. Margot, Misha, and 
other current and former staff 
also lead choice activities in the 
library, from the “World of Tea,” a 
choice Misha and retired weaving 
teacher Barbie Paulsen started 20 
years ago, to “Women’s Studies 
for Middle School,” offered by 
Margot for the first time last year 
with 8th grade Assistant Teacher 
Alexandra Griffin. Students might 

dress up for high tea or learn how reproduc-
tive freedom translated to economic freedom 
during the feminist movement. All of these 
experiences allow students a welcoming space 
to access and engage with ideas in develop-
mentally appropriate ways, finding affinity in 
books that are ‘mirrors,’ or venturing further 
afield through ‘windows.’ All of this in the 
collection that we are so fortunate to house in 
the library at Peninsula.

MIRRORS & WINDOWS
Continued from page 4
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8 TH GRADE 
CO M ME MORATIVE 

FUND IS  A  
S LAM DUNK!

With aging backboards and court issues after 
the much needed water line installation damaged 
the basketball court surface, a few of our 8th Grade 
families decided that in addition to contributing 
to the 8th Grade Commemorative Fund, they 
would also like to accelerate the progress of our 
basketball court renovations. These families 
spearheaded an initiative that allowed Peninsula 
to raise all of the funds needed for renovation 
within the graduating class, upgrading the court 
for Peninsula students while also bolstering  
tuition assistance and professional support of staff 
through the 8th Grade Commemorative Fund. 
Peninsula School would like to take this opportu-
nity to extend our deepest thanks to the 8th Grade 
Class of 2018 families for their unwavering com-
mitment to our community.

IN MEMORIAM

It is with great sadness that we report the 
loss of two long-time and valued mem-
bers of our community – Tom Forrest 
and Tina Anderson. We will be devoting 
more space to both Tina and Tom in our 
summer edition of News Notes.

Tom Forrest 
Tom was devoted to the Peninsula com-
munity and his passing leaves a hole in 

the hearts of all who knew him. A local 
pediatrician and husband to Florrie who 
was a classroom teacher at Peninsula, Tom 

shared his passion for Native American 
folklore and the environment with our kin-
dergarten students for decades, instilling in 
them an appreciation for the natural world 
and Native American people. Florrie was a 
long-time Peninsula staff member serving 
in several roles including head teacher, 
archivist and assistant teacher, and their 
son Andy has been our auctioneer for over 
25 years. 

Tina Anderson
Tina Anderson, who retired in 2012, 
was a staff member for 29 years serv-
ing as a music teacher, bandleader, an 
assistant to Florrie, and deeply involved 
community member. Tina was universally 
loved by staff, parents and children alike 
and left a lasting impression on scores of 
children with her gifts as a music teacher, 
incorporating rhythm instruments with 
movement and voice. Tina was a steadfast 

member of the “Front Porch Band” and a 
gifted calligrapher. It was Tina who started 
the tradition of making signs around cam-
pus in beautiful, hand-drawn calligraphy, 
some of which are still in use today. Tina 

also started the tradition of summoning 
the magical Gingko Fairy each fall to leave 
a trail and spiral of gingko leaves in the big 
field, a sweet and recurring tribute for us 
all to remember her. 

We send our love to Tina and Tom’s 
families and keep them in our thoughts. 

Parents working on the basketball  
court in the 1970s.
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2017-2018 Annual Report
Peninsula School is pleased to present our 

Peninsula School’s operating revenue for fiscal 
year 2017-2018 was $5,237,955 compared to 
$4,987,634 in the 2016-2017 school year, an 
increase of $250,321. 

Expenses for the 2017-2018 school year totaled 
$5,144,816, compared to $4,791,991 for the 
prior year. Of the increase in expenses, 77% was 
related to staff compensation and benefits. 

2017-18 REVENUE

TUITION & FEES $4,374,715 84%

AGC & EVENTS $542,394 10%

AUXILIARY & OTHER $145,930 3%

ENDOWMENT DRAW $174,916 3%

TOTAL	 $5,237,955

2017-18 EXPENSES

STAFF $4,393,642 85%

FACILITIES $407,564 8%

OPERATING $343,610 7%

TOTAL	 $5,144,816

AGC & Events
$542,394 Endowment Draw

$174,916

Auxiliary & Other
$145,930

Tuition & Fees
$4,374,715

Staff
$4,393,642

Facilities
$407,564

Operating
$343,610
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STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION

June 30, 2018

ASSETS

Cash and cash equivalents $ 1,332,036  
Tuition and fees receivable, net  2,383,872  
Pledges receivable  127,400  
Investments  7,755,074  
Certificates of deposit  10,000  
Other receivables  10,000  
Prepaid expenses and other assets  46,693  
Charitable remainder trust  136,096  
Property and equipment, net  1,993,739 

Total assets $ 13,794,910

LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS

Liabilities
Accounts payable and accrued expenses $ 28,200 
Payroll and related liabilities  332,508 
Charitable remainder trust liability  57,113 
Deferred tuition   4,687,461  

Total liabilities   5,105,282  

Net Assets
Unrestricted

Undesignated  3,341,697 
Board-designated PPRRSM fund  40,140 

Temporarily restricted  2,312,099 
Permanently restricted   2,995,692  

Total net assets   8,689,628  

Total liabilities and net assets  $ 13,794,910

A full set of 2017-2018 financial statements is available on request from the school’s Business Director, Beth Lee.

STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES AND CHANGES IN NET ASSETS

For the Year Ended June 30, 2018

Revenues and support Unrestricted
Temporarily 
Restricted

Permanently 
Restricted Total

Tuition and fees $ 5,459,050 $ – $ – $ 5,459,050

Tuition assistance (713,610) – – (713,610)

Tuition and fees – net 4,745,440 – – 4,745,440 

Contributions 542,394 112,412 60,971 715,777 

Other

Investment income 11,675 382,058 50,585 444,318

Change in value of charitable remainder trust – (54,697) – (54,697)

Other Income 46,792 – – 46,792 

Total other revenues and support 58,467 327,361 50,585 436,413 

Net assets released from restriction 310,769 (310,769) – –

Total revenue and support 5,657,070 129,004 111,556 5,897,630 

Expenses

Program services 4,121,162 – – 4,121,162

Management and general 996,466 – – 996,466

Fundraising 362,499 – – 362,499 

Total expenses 5,480,127 – – 5,480,127 

CHANGE IN NET ASSETS 176,943 129,004 111,556 417,503

Net assets – beginning of year 3,204,894 2,183,095 2,884,136 8,272,125 

Net assets – end of year $ 3,381,837 $ 2,312,099 $ 2,995,692 $ 8,689,628
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S A V E  T H E  D A T E 

C L A S S E S  O F

Want to plan a reunion? Email alumni@peninsulaschool.org

SPR I N G  F AI R

Sunday, May Fift
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